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July Prize List
Our Prize list is of course missing this month due to our inability to
have a general meeting at the church.
Hope all are doing well and staying safe in this Covid infection time!

Please visit the Club Web Page for all the latest links and information
http://www.durhampc-usersclub.on.ca/
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- By Dan Delong

Cryptomining Malware– not gone after all
I thought this kind of sneaky malware, using up your bandwidth and processor time,
was done and gone (at least the kind that relied on you opening a browser tab to an
infected website). Many Microsoft and Linux systems have, since 2019, been infected
with a particularly clever “Lemon Duck” miner. It can, after entering your system,
patch the route by which it infected the computer, and, it can even remove other
competing malware before ‘going to work’. If your computer’s hardware activity light is always on, or the cooling fan
runs unnecessarily, it may be infected. (I believe opening task manager to check for high activity levels will not work,
as “Lemon Duck” will simply shut down before you have time to look.) On regularly updated Microsoft systems,
Defender may have noticed the presence of Lemon Duck, and removed it.
https://techviral.net/malware-lemonduck-targeting-windows-linux-system/

Canadian Institute for Cybersecurity (CIC)
The University of New Brunswick is the locus for advanced training in
digital security in Canada, now has some additional Federal support.
Successful candidates will graduate with a Master of Applied
Cybersecurity degree. Their website produces a cyberdaily report concerning digital security matters, worldwide. This
university makes available its malware data sets to others in the industry, also trying to circumvent attacks. One project
- “Honeynet” - attempts to track changes made (and the openings for making such changes) to Android apps, allowing
these apps to become compromised. The term, “honeypot”, refers to an isolated network, attractive to “evil doers”, so
they can be observed while attacking the network, but without damaging important infrastructure.
https://www.unb.ca/cic/

Microsoft Surface Duo 2 – coming in the Fall
Older Surface Duo tablets are dropping in price as details leak out concerning the
next generation of Duos. These smaller tablets are equipped with cell phone
connectivity (up to 5G), a Snapdragon 888 processor, NFC (for touch-less
payments) and they run on an updated Android OS. The new camera bump on the
back contains three lenses: - wide, telephoto, and standard. Full production units
may have an added depression to allow for complete folding backwards. Fitting with the name, Duo2 will still have two
screens, working as separate windows or both together as one extended desktop (in both landscape and portrait
orientations), along with multi-touch and a pen.
https://www.windowscentral.com/images-microsofts-upcoming-surface-duo-2-leak-revealing-triple-camera-setup

Nine Popular Google Apps – gone!
If you use any of these 9 apps - PIP Photo, Processing Photo, Rubbish Cleaner,
Inwell Fitness, Horoscope Daily, App Lock Keep, Lockit Master, Horoscope
Pi, App Lock manager - it may be advisable to change your Facebook password.
They have been found to use Java script (not Java) to capture logins and passwords, after falsely offering to prevent inapp ads. Google has removed these apps from Google Play.

https://techviral.net/google-play-store-removes-9-apps/
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Microsoft Moves to Streaming – Everything!

And this move to the Cloud includes your operating system, hence a relaxed policy regarding hardware. Currently,
powerful and productive personal computing depends on your pocket book – your willingness to spend on bleeding
edge hardware. If you spend, you win! Microsoft is about to take a Google inspired turnabout, putting as much software
– and even the computer itself – onto its streaming cloud services. Cloud servers, are basically virtual computers, with
many such virtual operating systems installed on a single server at the same time. Also, browsers have almost reached
operating system levels of power themselves. The final ingredient, faster broadband, is ubiquitous in many countries.
With cell phones able to display their GUI on larger smart screens, small screens on phones and tablets are no longer a
hindrance. [We’ve been using wireless keyboards, glide pads and mice for ages.] This Cloud Centric move has
already happened with the Xbox – a feature enjoyed by those who bought the Xbox Game Pass Ultimate. This means
that all of your computing activity will soon reside in their 365 World, accessible and useable with any device,
anywhere you can login. Cloud Centricity also lets Microsoft engineers tinker invisibly, improving performance,
usability, and security, without user intervention. Even so, [I would still want to keep files backed up on a personal
NAS drive that can also be configured as a personal Cloud device. Perhaps this would allow a common saving location
for both Chromebook and 365 files.]
An annual 365 subscription will include 60 minutes of Skype calling (OUT only for Canada), 1 terabyte of storage, the
Editor grammar checker, Teams, and some family safety features. [As an added bonus, 365 can help you rehearse a
speech, when faced with a public speaking engagement.] [$7 USD/month for a single user, and $10 USD/ month for a
family, with up to 6 TB for all 6 people]
https://www.reviewgeek.com/91839/

Samsung – Smart Monitor with Mobile Connectivity
This monitor series includes Smart Hub, for Netflix, YouTube, and HBO. Or,
use the Samsung TV app to view content for free, without ads. Tap the frame
of the TV with your smart phone to connect, then use it as a controller,
including voice commands. Brightness, on this $350 CAD, 27-inch, adapts to
the environment. [$400 CAD for the 32-inch] Both models are 1920x1080,
16:9. The Dex app, when installed on a smart phone, reproduces the phone’s
screen. Then, work at a distance with a wireless mouse and keyboard. On the
back of the 27-inch model are two HDMI inputs and a USB port (for
firmware updates and possibly keyboard/mouse). The 32-inch model adds more HDMIs and USBs (one of which is
USB-C). All such screens have Bluetooth, and WiFi.
https://www.samsung.com/ca/monitors/flat/smart-m5-27-inch-ls27am500nnxza/
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While viewing a photo in Gmail, a new “Save to Photos” icon should appear in the
lower right corner. Clicking on it should create a new copy of the photo (works with
jpegs so far) in Photos. [Since my mailbox is getting full, this feature might allow me
to free up some space.] The other two icons are for Adding to Google Drive (which
also uses up Google account storage), and for downloading photos to a local drive. [I
see these icons only when viewing the thumbnail, not after opening the larger image
(unless I clicked on the three, stacked dots in the top right corner)].
(An after thought: - I really like the recent addition of zoom buttons to images in both
Gmail and Facebook, allowing enlargements up to, and beyond, the original resolution
of the uploaded image.)
https://www.howtogeek.com/739083/how-to-save-photos-from-gmail-to-google-photos/

MessageCar – safer driving

Although this device looks like a USB key, with an internal miniaturized PCB board (based on an Arduino prototype,
and Bluetooth transceiver) it is much more. MessageCar, when released, will announce alerts and messaged through
the car’s audio system, removing the temptation to check your smartphone (which is illegal here and in many other
jurisdictions). As a Kickstarter project, it looks promising, even though not yet fully funded. [The current buy in
appears to be about $30.]
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1013910350/messagecar-the-notifications-assistant-for-your-car

Fake People – committing crimes
How do you find, prove, and convict a digital being, after being bilked? That is the problem,
when an avatar is so convincing in appearance and voice. Even though the article (links
below) is written mainly to expose the potential for criminality, it has links to instructions for
building a fake ‘You’, just to illustrate how far technology has come. In fact, your voice can
be applied to a face that has replaced your own, with synchronized lip movements as you
speak. Movie makers have been using such special effects for years. As further proof, a
popular South Korean news anchor, who was unavailable for an important breaking story,
presented the story as a “deep fake” character. Viewers were informed about this replacement, but the result was
extremely convincing. The Ontario Rebated Program Robocall Scam is fronted by an artificially intelligent
woman’s voice (Jessica), as reported in the Toronto Star. Deep Fakery can be benevolent as well. Take the case of a
company using totally convincing, interactive, avatars to train employees, in their own language. [A recent podcast
explored the subject more fully… https://www.wired.com/story/2020-virtual-beings-summit/]
https://www.cloudsavvyit.com/12880/how-deepfakes-are-powering-a-new-type-of-cyber-crime/
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Metaverse – Under Construction by Facebook
The Matrix is a fantasy; Our Universe is a reality; The Metaverse is coming. Facebook is
building infrastructure for a merging of reality, augmented reality, and virtual reality. At
2.9 billion subscribers (equivalent to 1/3 Earth’s population) and with earnings in the tens
of billions of dollars per quarter, Facebook may succeed in this effort. In anticipation of
such a move, Facebook now owns the Oculus virtual reality headset company. If such
devices can be miniaturized to a high degree, imagine shopping, vacationing, gaming… all
in a semi-real environment, while giving Facebook a cut of every transaction. It might
become a way of life, if Covid persists indefinitely.
https://www.thestar.com/business/opinion/2021/07/31/facebook-wants-to-be-a-bigger-partof-our-lives-but-why-do-we-need-it-at-all.html

Expansive Surveillance Being Mapped
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Until I started watching 1 Amendment Auditor videos, I had no idea how widespread surveillance of the public had
become. I also learned that anyone stopped by police, who then identify themselves, will end up in a database at a
Fusion Centre, with notes about that interaction entered by the officer involved. Such stops, when no crime was even
suspected, are illegal, in the United States. That does not deter the cops from intimidating citizens. Facial recognition
and license plate tracing are used indiscriminately, and integrated into Fusion Centres run by Homeland Security. Many
police departments gain access to Amazon’s Ring security cameras, through ‘voluntary’ membership by householders.
Our RCMP employ cell phone interception devices.
One unmasking project, started by the Electronic Frontier Foundation, is attempting to map all surveillance locations in
the United States, with the aid of thousands of volunteers. Levels of surveillance are increasing in Canada, as the casual
observer may have noticed. Cameras are cropping up on poles at busy intersections; speed strips and red light cameras
are solar powered; schools and malls are arrayed with cameras; some police carry chest mounted video cameras, not to
mention all those cell phones in the pockets of the Public.
https://www.wired.com/story/atlas-of-surveillance-eff-law-enforcement-map/

Wireless Spectrum Auction – over $8 Billion CAD

That money will be going to the federal government, collected from several Telcos – mainly Rogers, Telus and Bell.
Videotron (Quebec) bought spectrum in some populated areas of Ontario, Manitoba, Alberta and British Columbia,
while Cogeco and Xplornet bought in rural zones. Teksavvy and Shaw did not bid. This is not the first time Videotron
has purchased spectrum in other provinces.
The 3500MHz band is a small section of what was part of our old analogue television channels, able to travel up to
about 100 miles. It will be used for 5G, which is faster, and, like VHS, travels better through walls (if transmitted at
low power nearby, or high power far away). With that in mind, and the ability to throw a lot of digital bands into each
old analogue channel, it’s easy to see why wireless providers want it, and why governments welcome so much cash
from these sales.
[Perhaps, this time, Videotron will not be able to sit on their purchase and profitably resell it years later to the BIG
Three, as happened last time.] Some Canadian cell phones already have the ability to use N78, which seems to be the
term for 5G operability in the 3500MHz spectrum. The average price paid per MHz/person (population)/exclusive area
is $3.28 CAD. This does not mean your 5G monthly recovery charges will increase by only that amount. The first
customers to enrol in 5G will likely pay a much higher fee, to help the Telcos pay off this debt.
https://mobilesyrup.com/2021/07/30/canadian-carriers-react-3500mhz-spectrum-auction-results/
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Volunteers also suffer from the Tokyo heat, while acting as guides and ushers. Alibaba Cloud
(Chinese) has developed a black earpiece that sends real time data about the individual’s
temperature and heart rate to the Cloud, whereupon AI analyses and warns of impending health
problems due to the heat. Individuals can then rest and drink water well in advance of serious
consequences.
https://www.reuters.com/lifestyle/sports/organisers-seek-prevent-heatstroke-with-ai-gadget-2021-07-31/

DPCUC President’s Notes

by Peter Camilleri

Microsoft has now announced Windows 11, which can only mean one thing for Windows
10 – the end is coming! Now this new software is due to be released later this year, and
when it does, Microsoft will engage in a huge Windows 11 upgrade drive with eligible
Windows 10 users entitled to a free update.
So will there be a lot of takers? I think not. Normally, requirements include things like
CPU, RAM, and Storage Space. Now there is the need for a gizmo called TPM 2.0. This
is lacking in many, fairly new and capable machines. The good news is that I am already
seeing postings for workarounds. Further, I hope some relief is forthcoming from
Redmond. If not, Windows 11 may not be in the future for many of us.
So how long can we cling to the doomed ship of Windows 10? Microsoft said support
will end on October 14, 2025. That’s less than four years away. Then what? Switch to
Linux? A new computer? Who knows!
I am sure the club will be dealing with this issue for some time to come and it will be the
topic of future club meetings and talks.
Finally, when tempted to download bootleg copies of pre-release Windows 11, PLEASE
DON'T! Criminals are already infecting these illegal bits of stolen property with malware
for the greedy and foolish. Don't get stung!
Peter Camilleri, President DPCUC.
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By Alex Morrison

I was emailed a link to an interesting to read web page [by Dan Delong].
The old command to use in a konsole to find your ip address, gateway and dns settings was ifconfig.
The ifconfig command may soon be replaced by a less known command nmcli.
Why replace a command used by sysadmins and many others?
Nmcli provides much greater detail and has many interesting options.
You can just type nmcli or add switches to the command in the format below…….
Like this

ncmli <options> <sections> <action>

Before using nmcli check to see if it finds your network with this command …
Type this -->

ncmli general status

You should see something like this
STATE
connected

CONNECTIVITY
full

WIFI-HW
enabled

WIFI
enabled

WWAN-HW
enabled

WWAN
enabled

Now we test the active connection
Type this -->

ncmli connection show --active

You should see something like this
NAME
mordor

UUID
3f817e5e-b8de-4364-829d-faa7171813b3

TYPE
wifi

DEVICE
wlan0

[I hope you like my modem SSID name mordor !]
There is a lot more to nmcli as you can enable or disable a connection, you can set a static ip address, you can see your
ip4 and ip6 address if your modem/router provides both.
Here is a link to one of the detailed web sites that explain nmcli in more detail.
https://opensource.com/article/20/7/nmcli
We will look at more options in the August Linux meeting.
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Sudoku
Aug 2021

by Alex Morrison

A Trio of Puzzles again this month – Enjoy
EASY

Sudoku
The game boards on this page were produced using
Sudokuki on PCLinux 64 Bit running KDE 5 Plasma.
The objective is to fill in the missing numbers ensuring that
every 3 X 3 grid has the numbers 1 through 9 with no
repeats and every full column or row has the numbers 1
through 9 again with no repeats.
If you have troubles solving the puzzles send an email to
me and I will send you the solution.
Have fun! Alex

MEDIUM

IF you don’t Like Sudoku puzzles – try these pages
https://www.boatloadpuzzles.com/playcrossword
http://www.freegames.net/puzzle-games.html
https://www.cryptograms.org/play.php

HARD
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by Fred Fernbach

Windows 11 has advanced hardware security
When Windows 11 was presented in late June of 2021, numerous were energized by its redone client interface -- and
endless PC devotees surged to download the Windows Insider Designer Channel builds of the modern OS. But, as they
rapidly found, the modern OS has a few unused necessities for PCs to bolster its modern equipment and virtualizationbased security highlights. These highlights are basic for securing both customer and trade workloads alike from more
modern malware and abuse dangers that are right now advancing within the wild. As it turns out, all of these highlights
are now built-in to Windows 10 if you're running the 20H2 discharge (Windows 10 October 2020 Upgrade). As a
consumer, with little trade, or endeavor, you'll be able to take advantage of these if you convey Bunch Approach or
essentially click into Windows 10's Gadget Security menu to switch them on. You ought not to hold up until Windows
11's discharge or purchase a modern PC.
Highlight 1: TPM 2.0 and Secure Boot Trusted Stage Module (TPM) may be an innovation planned to supply
hardware-based, security-related cryptographic capacities. In case you have got a PC that was fabricated inside the last
five a long time, chances are, you've got a TPM chip on your motherboard that bolsters form 2.0. You'll determine this
by opening up Gadget Director and extending "Security gadgets." On the off chance that it says "Trusted Stage Module
2.0," you're great to go. This can be appeared as "Security Processor" within the Gadget Security Settings menu in
Windows 10 (and Windows 11). So, what does TPM really do? It is utilized to produce and store cryptographic keys
interesting to your framework, counting an RSA encryption key one of a kind to your system's TPM itself. In expansion
to being utilized customarily with shrewd cards and VPNs, TPMs are utilized to bolster the Secure Boot handle. It
measures the astuteness of the boot code of the OS, counting the firmware and person working framework components,
to create beyond any doubt they haven't been compromised. There's nothing you wish to do to form it work; it fair does,
given it isn't debilitated in your UEFI. Your organization can select to send Secure Boot on Windows 10 by means of
Bunch Approach or an endeavor MDM-based arrangement such as Microsoft Endpoint Manager. While most
producers dispatch their PCs with TPM turned on, a few may have it debilitated, so in case it doesn't appear up in
Gadget Supervisor or appears as debilitated, boot up into your UEFI firmware settings and see. If the TPM has never
been arranged for utilization on your framework, basically conjure the utility by running tpm.msc from the command
line.
Highlight 2: Microsoft Shield Application Watch (MDAG) One specific highlight that numerous Windows clients are
not commonplace with is Microsoft Protector Application Protect, or (MDAG). This is often another virtualizationbased innovation (too known as "Krypton" Hyper-V holders) that, when combined with the most recent Microsoft Edge
(and current forms of Chrome and Firefox utilizing an expansion), makes a separated memory occurrence of your
browser, anticipating your framework and your undertaking information from being compromised by untrusted
websites. Ought to the browser gotten to be tainted by scripting or malware assaults, the Hyper-V holder, which runs
independently from the have a working framework, is kept confined from your basic framework’s forms and your
endeavor information. MDAG is combined with Organize Separation settings designed for your environment to
characterize your private organize boundaries as characterized by your enterprise's Gather Approach.
You can read more:
Windows 11 has advanced hardware security. Here's how to get it in Windows 10 today
The best parts of Windows 11 are already in Windows 10. You just have to enable them.
By Jason Perlow for Tech Broiler | July 15, 2021 -- 17:55 GMT (10:55 PDT) | Topic: Windows 10
https://www.zdnet.com/article/windows-11-has-advanced-hardware-security-heres-how-to-get-it-in-windows-10-today/
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Say Hi to Microsoft Linux
Alright, so it's not named MS-Linux or Lindows, but Microsoft presently has its exceptionally possess, honest-togoodness general-purpose Linux dispersion: Common Base Linux, (CBL)-Mariner. And, rather like any Linux distro,
you'll download it and run it yourself. Astounding, isn't it? Why the following thing you know Microsoft will let you
run Windows applications on Linux! Goodness, hold up it has! One more time with feeling, tune in to yours genuinely
and Linus Torvalds, Microsoft is now not Linux's foe. The foe of AWS and Google? You wagered. But, Linux no.
Take, for illustration, CBL-Mariner. Microsoft didn't make a huge whine almost discharging CBL-Mariner. It
discreetly discharged the code on GitHub and anybody can utilize it. Undoubtedly, Juan Manuel Rey, a Microsoft
Senior Program Director for Purplish blue VMware, as of late distributed a direct on how to construct an ISO CBLMariner picture. Sometime recently this, on the off chance that you were a Linux master, with a spot of work you'll run
it, but presently, much obliged to Rey, anybody with a bit of Linux expertise can do it.
CBL-Mariner isn't a Linux desktop. Like Sky blue Circle, Microsoft's to begin with specialized Linux distro, which is
utilized for securing edge computing administrations, it's a server-side Linux. This Microsoft-branded Linux is an inner
Linux dispersion. It's implied for Microsoft's cloud framework and edge items and administrations. Its main job is to
supply a steady Linux platform for these gadgets and administrations. Similar to Fedora is to Ruddy Hat, it keeps
Microsoft on Linux's cutting edge. CBL-Mariner is built around the idea merely only requires a little common center
set of bundles to address the requirements of cloud and edge administrations. In the event that you would like more,
CBL-Mariner too makes it easy to layer on extra packages on the beat of its common center. Once that's done, its
simple build framework easily enables you to make RPM bundles from SPEC and source records. Otherwise, you can
moreover utilize it to form ISOs or Virtual difficult disk (VHD) images. As you'd anticipate the fundamental CBLMariner may be an exceptionally lightweight Linux. You'll utilize it as a holder or a holder have. With its constrained
measure moreover comes a negligible assault surface. This moreover makes it simple to convey security patches to it
by means of RPM. Its creators make a specific point of conveying the most recent security patches and fixes to its
clients. For more approximately its security highlights see CBL-Mariner's GitHub security highlights list. Like any
other Linux distro, CBL-Mariner is built on the shoulders of monsters. Microsoft credits VMware's Photon OS
Venture, a secure Linux, The Fedora Extend, Linux from Scratch -- a direct to building Linux from source, the Open
Mamba distro, and, yes, indeed GNU and the Free Program Establishment (FSF). I know it nerves a few of you that
Microsoft recognizes the FSF, but usually not the '90s, and Steve "Linux may be cancer" Ballmer hasn't been
Microsoft's CEO since 2014. To attempt it for yourself, you'll construct it on Ubuntu 18.04. To be perfectly honest, I'd
be astounded on the off chance that you couldn't construct it on any Ubuntu Linux distro from 18.04 on up. I did it on
my Ubuntu 20.04.2 desktop. You'll moreover require the most recent adaptation of the Go dialect and Docker. Even in
spite of the fact that the default construct framework is Ubuntu, CBL-Mariner itself owes an expansive obligation to
Fedora. For case, its employments Minor DNF as its DNF RPM bundle director. For its nuclear image-based upgrade
instrument its employments RPM-OSTree. So, in case you need a secure, steady Linux for your edge computing or
holder needs, I propose -- in all earnestness -- you grant CBL-Mariner an attempt. Whereas I proceed to have my
questions almost Windows as a genuine working framework, Microsoft did a fine work of making a strong Linux. Who
would have speculated!
You can read more:
Say hi to Microsoft's own Linux: CBL-Mariner
Microsoft has its own Linux distribution and, yes, you can download, install and run it. In fact, you may want to
do just that.
By Steven J. Vaughan-Nichols for Linux and Open Source | July 16, 2021 -- 12:27 GMT (05:27 PDT) | Topic: Edge
Computing
https://www.zdnet.com/article/say-hi-to-microsofts-own-linux-cbl-mariner/
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by Alex Morrison

http://lxer.com/ & http://www.linuxtoday.com/ https://9to5linux.com/
http://www.topix.com/tech/linux https://fossbytes.com/ https://www.techradar.com/

MX Linux 21 Enters Beta Testing Based on Debian GNU/Linux 11 “Bullseye” and Xfce 4.16
2 Comments
MX Linux 21 Beta is available for public testing based on the upcoming Debian GNU/Linux 11
“Bullseye” operating system and Xfce 4.16 desktop environment. Here’s what else is new!

Install Windows Subsystem For Linux With Single Command
•
•

ostechnix.com; By Senthilkumar (Posted by ostechnix on Aug 1, 2021 6:21 PM EST)
Story Type: Tutorial; Groups: Linux, Microsoft, Ubuntu

Installing WSL was previously too complicated. Microsoft has just made it very easier to install
Windows Subsystem for Linux with single command in Windows.
•
•
•

Full story
Read more
0 threads and 0 posts

How to Send Email From the Linux Terminal
•
•

Make Tech Easier; By John Wachira (Posted by damien on Jul 31, 2021 10:37 PM EST)
Story Type: Tutorial; Groups: Linux

Learn how to send email from the Linux terminal using various tools , like mail, sendmail,
telnet and mutt, and add attachment to your mail too.
•
•
•

Full story
Read more
0 threads and 0 posts
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Solus 4.3 Available for Download and Installation
29.07.2021

The latest iteration from the Solus developers is out with kernel 5.13 and plenty of new features,
bug fixes, and new hardware support.

Steam Deck Linux-Powered Gaming System Set to Take Over the Handheld World
19.07.2021

A Linux and KDE-powered portable gaming platform is set to be released by Valve

Free Wallpaper

[From PCLinux]
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SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS {SIG’s}

Special Interest Groups are
for members only.

Special Interest Groups
Details

SIG’s are really free
monthly
seminars with question and
answer sessions following
the presentation(s)

BEGINNER

Co-ordinator: Ed Goudge
Location: Call for Location
Telephone: 905-926-9003
Date: 3rd Thursday of month 7:00 PM

LINUX

Members of SIG’s enjoy a
feeling of community and
share common goals and
interests.

Co-ordinator: Ed Goudge

Durham Linux User Group Location: OSCC 43 John St W
Telephone: 905-926-9003
Date: 1st Thursday of month 7:00 PM

Digital Camera Group

Most SIG’s are informal and
members who attend them
set the agenda for the
meeting based on their own
needs.

Co-ordinator: Ed Goudge
Location: Call for Location
Telephone: 905-926-9003
Date: 4th Thursday of each month at 7:00PM

New ideas for SIG groups
are welcome.

DPCUC
EXECUTIVE
2020-2021

President
Peter Camilleri
peter.c.camilleri@gmail.com
289-928-1579
Vice-President
Anne Delong
annedelong@timetraces.com
905-623-6975
Secretary
Mark Hunter
mark.s.hunter6605@gmail.com 905-924-2196
Treasurer
Allan Francis
alelainef@sympatico.ca
905-576-0481
Membership
David Odynski
odynskid@sympatico.ca
905-576-6325
Librarian
Dan Delong
dandelong@timetraces.com
905-623-6975
Program Director Fred Fernbach frederic-fernbach@outlook.com
905-665-1100
Advertising Director
TBA
Newsletter Editor
Alex Morrison dpcuc@rogers.com
905-579-1560
Director at Large
David Swain
david@swainracing.com
905-985-5201
Director at Large
Bob Bell
bob@rgbell.ca
905 -571-6748
Director at Large
Ed Goudge
edgoudge@yahoo.com
905-926-9003

HOME PAGE
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--- http://www.durhampc-usersclub.on.ca/

PC Monitor is the official publication of the Durham
Personal Computer Users’ Club and is published
monthly at Oshawa, Ontario. The DPCUC mailing
address is
PMB # 110, 27-1300 King St East,
Oshawa, ON L1H8J4.
The PC Monitor cannot be responsible for errors or
inaccuracies in the content, although efforts will be
made to publish information accurately.

The deadline for articles and information is 10 days
following the monthly meeting. Late submissions may
not be published due to tight schedules. Submit articles
by email to the editor at alexmor@teksavvy.com
Articles should be submitted in Word Format using
Times New Roman as the preferred Font.

